
 
Embrace holiday blues with new  

travel collection from Horizn Studios  
 

Horizn Studios unveils new Blue Vega luggage and travel accessories line 
 
Bringing new mileage to sky-high design, Berlin-based luggage brand Horizn Studios has 
unveiled a new colour to its line of smart suitcases, and carried it through to travel accessories.  
 
Not sky or midnight, but more a muted cornflower blue, the shade graces the name Blue 
Vega, and gives the phrase ‘holiday blues’ fresh meaning with winter travel on the horizon. 
What’s more, it is also 100% vegan for conscious travellers.  
 
On pre-sale online from today, and rolling out from November 14, Blue Vega is available 
across items in Horizn’s signature line, which also features a minimalistic backpack in two 
sizes, handy top case, waterproof laptop case and a wash bag crafted in Taiwan.  
 
A covetable colour for frequent flyers, it joins an existing palette of pretty pastels, such as Pale 
Rose, Mint and Sand, and more classic darker tones like Night Blue, Olive Green and Quartz 
Grey.  
 

  

  
Smart tech wherever you roll 
 
In the last few years, the biggest innovation in luggage has been the change from two wheels 
to four. Horizn is making moves to spearhead a new breed of suitcase that is not only sleek 
and beautiful to look at, but smart too. 
 



Knowing modern travellers want to be connected no matter what time-zone they are in, 
founders Stefan Holwe and Jan Roosen have built a removable smart charger into the spine 
of the cabin and check-in luggage models. This charges devices up to six times.  
 
Smart tech wherever you wander 
 
Designed around making travel more seamless and packing less of a hassle, each Model M 
and Model H case also sports the brand’s signature details, including TSA-approved locks, 
high-end Japanese 360° spinner wheels and a zip-up laundry compartment.  
 
Horizn Go, your on-demand travel assistant 
 
Horizn luggage owners will also access a year’s free membership to Horizn Go, the world’s 
first 24/7 travel concierge service linked to luggage.  
 
Wherever you are in the world, Horizn Go is on hand to plan and book every element of your 
trip, from hotels to flights and booking a table at that speakeasy restaurant everyone is talking 
about, but no one can get into.  
 
Shop the Blue Vega Collection  
 
Blue Vega Model M - £329 
 

• One-click removable smart charger – cabin approved for all airlines 
• One-year access to Horizn GO 
• High-end Japanese 360° spinner wheels 
• Aerospace-grade polycarbonate hard shell 
• Water-resistant front pocket for up to 15” laptop and travel essentials 
• Inbuilt compression pad and premium laundry bag 

 
Blue Vega Model H - £359 
 

• One-click removable smart charger – cabin approved for all airlines 
• One-year access to Horizn GO 
• High-end Japanese 360° spinner wheels 
• Aerospace-grade polycarbonate hard shell 
• TSA-approved lock 
• Inbuilt compression pad and premium laundry bag 

 
Gion Backpack (S / M) - £149  
 
Top Case - £59 
 
Wash Bag - £49  
 
About Horizn Studios 
  
Horizn Studios is an international Smart Travel Brand, founded in 2015 by Stefan Holwe and 
Jan Roosen. The company’s unique approach in fusing technology and design perfectly meets 
the needs of today’s tech-savvy digital nomads. The international team operates out of a 
headquarters in Berlin. As Europe’s first vertical online-player in the luggage industry, and its 
first Smart Luggage Brand, Horizn received special attention thanks to its global collaborations 



with the Soho House and Design Hotels™, among others. The full range of high-quality bags 
and accessories can be purchased on the brand’s own website and at its Berlin and London 
brand stores. 
  
For more information: 
  
Website: www.horizn-studios.co.uk/en/go 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/HoriznStudios 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/horiznstudios 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/HoriznStudios/ 
  
Contact: Liana@manifest.london / Horizn@manifest.london / 0203 137 290 
 
 


